1. **TRENCH ROUTE**

The district’s engineer will stake the best trench route avoiding areas such as future additions, drainfields, gardens etc. You should explain future plans for your property with the district’s engineer. Future cable relocation is done at the customer’s expense. Your property should be at final grade in the trench area. You may not use a shallow trench because you plan to fill the area in the future.

2. **CONDUIT INSTALLATION**

The district utilizes a conduit system. All new underground cable installations require continuous conduit installed by the district. Under special circumstances, the customer may be allowed to install a portion of the conduit. However, the district’s representative must pre–approve customer installed conduit and it must be inspected by the district prior to burial. A district inspection fee may also apply. Customer installed conduit will not be accepted without pre–approval and district inspection.

3. **UTILITY LOCATES**

Call utility locates two working days before digging to have underground utilities located. It is illegal to dig without first calling for locates. The number for utility locates is 1-800-424-5555. The utilities will mark their existing line locations with paint or flags. Each type of utility has its own color:

- RED = Electric power
- BLUE = Water
- YELLOW = Gas or oil
- ORANGE = Telephone or TV
- GREEN = Sewer
- WHITE = Proposed excavation

4. **TRENCH REQUIREMENTS**

Do not start digging until you have scheduled the work date with the district’s crew coordinator. Trenches must not be dug too far in advance to avoid cave-ins.

Dig a level bottomed trench along the staked trench route. The trench must be a minimum 24”–30” deep to top of conduit for underground secondary/services and a minimum 36” to top of conduit but not to exceed 48” deep for underground primary. The trench must be wide enough to accommodate the district’s conduit installation. Note: The trench must be wider at conduit bend locations. Contact the district’s engineer if the proposed trench route or depth cannot be followed.

Carefully hand dig within 2 ft. of any marked utilities along the proposed trench route and within 5 ft. of the P.U.D. pole, pedestal or pad mount transformer even if there are no red paint (electric power) marks present. Do not cut any pipes or wires even if believed to be unused or abandoned.

Contact the district’s representative regarding trenches within city, county or state rights–of–way. The city of Ocean Shores prohibits digging within the city right–of–way.

A 36” diameter by 30” deep pit is required at the foot of the meter base to give the P.U.D. crew room to connect conduits at the meter base.

The district may allow a joint use trench with other utilities provided minimum separations between district conduit and other utilities can be achieved as follows:

1 FT. = TV/PHONE/WATER
2 FT = SEWER LINES
5 FT. = GAS/PROPANE/HIGH–PRESSURE
WATER LINES AND DRAINFIELDS

5. **CONDUIT INSTALLATION & BACKFILL**

The P.U.D. crew will install the conduit in the trench and leave a roll of cable marker tape for the customer to install +/- 12” below grade and over the electric line. It is important to install this tape to warn anyone digging in the area of the presence of conduit. Red cable marker stakes should not be disturbed for the same reason. The trench must be backfilled before the cable can be energized. Assure debris such as building materials and other refuse is kept out of the trench when backfilling.
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